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Abstract—Even self-deployment is one of the best strategies to deploy mobile sensors when the region of interest is unknown and

manual deployment is infeasible. A widely used distributed algorithm, Lloyd‘s method, can achieve even self-deployment. It however

suffers from two critical issues when being used in mobile sensor networks. First, it does not consider limited sensor communication

range. Second, it does not optimize sensor movement distances, and hence can lead to excessive energy consumption, a primary

concern in sensor networks. This paper first formulates a locational optimization problem that achieves even deployment while it

takes account of energy consumption due to sensor movement, and then proposes two iterative algorithms. The first algorithm,

named Lloyd-a, reduces the movement step sizes in Lloyd‘s method. It saves traveling distance while maintaining the convergence

property. However, it leads to a larger number of deployment steps. The second algorithm, named Distributed Energy-Efficient self-

Deployment (DEED), reduces sensor traveling distances and requires a comparable number of deployment steps as that in Lloyd‘s

method. This paper further proposes an intuitive method to deal with limited sensor communication range that is applicable to all three

methods. Extensive simulation using NS-2 demonstrates that DEED leads to up to 54 percent less traveling distance and 46 percent

less energy consumption than Lloyd‘s method.

Index Terms—Mobile sensor networks, distributed algorithm, even self-deployment, Lloyd’s method, centroidal voronoi tessellation
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1 INTRODUCTION

SENSOR nodes must be deployed appropriately to success-
fully accomplish their sensing tasks. When the region of

interest is unknown or hostile (e.g., remote harsh fields,
disaster areas or toxic urban regions), manual deployment
is infeasible. In such cases, employing sensor mobility to
achieve self-deployment is a suitable approach [1], [2], [3].
Even self-deployment, i.e., deploying the sensors evenly in
the region, is one of the best known strategies in the absence
of a prior knowledge of the region. For instance, it provides
an optimal deployment for barrier coverage problem [4]. It
also implies good coverage in “spot–sensing” applications
[5], where each sensor node makes a measurement (e.g.,
temperature or humidity) at the precise location of the node.

According to Gersho’s conjecture [6], for a given area
and a set of sensors, the sensors are evenly distributed
when they form a Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation (CVT)
[7] (see more details on CVT in Section 2). Therefore, even
self-deployment, which requires the sensors to form a
CVT of the target area, differs from many existing studies
where the goal is to maximize the coverage of the area [1],
[2], [3]. For hostile or unknown fields, a centralized solu-
tion that pre-computes the final CVT and sensor final

destinations is often infeasible due to the difficulty of
gathering global knowledge and the lack of a centralized
entity. Distributed algorithms that require no global infor-
mation, but rather rely on sensors cooperation to form a
CVT, are more desirable.

A widely used distributed algorithm to construct CVTs is
Lloyd’s method [8]. It is a simple, iterative, and distributed
algorithm, derived from the locational optimization prob-
lem [9] that requires little a prior information on the region
of interest. To the best of our knowledge, it is also the only
distributed algorithm that has been applied to sensor net-
works for even deployment [10].

When the initial locations of all sensors and the bound-
aries of the area are available, each sensor can run Lloyd’s
method locally to compute the final CVT, and hence its final
destination, and then move to the destination directly. This
approach, however, may not always be feasible or desirable.
First, a sensor may not know the initial locations of the other
sensors. This is because sensors are often initially deployed
by airdropping or being projected into the area, thereby
making the initial sensor locations difficult to predict. Fur-
thermore, due to the uncontrolled initial deployment, sen-
sors may not form a connected network, making it difficult
for a sensor to communicate its location to the other sensors.
Second, the boundaries of the area may not be known
beforehand and the sensors may have to sense the bound-
aries while moving in the area. Third, even if each sensor
can pre-compute the final CVT, some mobile sensors may
fail while moving to their final destinations, leading to an
uneven deployment formed by the remaining sensors.

Due to the above reasons, in practice, a more robust and
scalable way is to apply Lloyd’s method iteratively while
fully employing its distributed nature. Specifically, in each
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iteration, sensors update their neighbor information, sense
unknown boundaries and compute their next destinations.
In this way, sensors will form an even deployment eventu-
ally. Furthermore, sensor failures can be detected immedi-
ately and reflected in the following computations when
sensors update the information from their neighbors.

Despite its scalability and robustness, Lloyd’s method
suffers from two critical issues when being used in mobile
sensor networks. First, it relies on accurate Voronoi neigh-
bor information (more details of Voronoi neighbors can be
found in Section 2), which is often not available in mobile
sensor networks since the sensors may be out of the com-
munication ranges of their Voronoi neighbors. Second,
iterative application of Lloyd’s method is not energy effi-
cient—it does not optimize sensor moving distances, and
therefore the sensors may travel longer distances than
necessary before reaching their desired destinations. Since
mechanical movement of sensors is one of the dominant
sources of energy consumption [11], they may waste a
large amount of energy.

This paper addresses the issue of energy-efficient mobile
sensor deployment to evenly cover a region of interest. The
proposed method improves the energy efficiency of the iter-
ative Lloyd’s method by defining two cost metrics of energy
consumption. The first one is the traveling distance of the
sensors and the other one is the number of deployment
steps, which roughly equals to the number of start/stop
operations of each sensor. The latter has been shown to be
another major energy consumption source during the
deployment process [11]. The limited communication
ranges of sensors are also considered.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows.

� The locational optimization problem is reformu-
lated by incorporating the traveling distances of
the sensors. The new formulation can achieve even
deployment while taking account of the energy
consumption.

� A new algorithm called Lloyd-a is proposed that
reduces the movement step sizes in Lloyd’s method
and saves traveling distance while maintaining the
convergence property.

� A new distributed algorithm, called Distributed
Energy-Efficient Self-Deployment (DEED) algorithm,
is proposed, that reduces the energy consumption by
saving sensor traveling distances while maintaining
a reasonable number of deployment steps.

� An intuitive method is proposed to deal with the
incomplete Voronoi neighbor information due to
limited communication ranges of sensors. Simula-
tion results show that this method helps the conver-
gence of both Lloyd’s method (the original Lloyd’s
method and Lloyd-a) and DEED algorithm.

� The performance of DEED algorithm is evaluated
using both analysis and simulations. Extensive sim-
ulation results indicate that, compared to Lloyd’s
method, it reduces the traveling distance by up to
54 percent, and reduces the energy consumption by
up to 46 percent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents background information. Section 3 describes our

new formulation of the locational optimization problem.
Section 4 describes DEED and its theoretical analysis.
Section 5 describes the method to deal with the incomplete
neighbor information in Voronoi cell computation. Section 6
presents performance evaluation. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes the paper and presents future work.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Voronoi Diagram and CVT

Given a region and a set of sensors, a Voronoi diagram

divides the region into a set of Voronoi cells; each point in a

cell is associated with its closest sensor. Specifically, con-

sider a convex region, A, with a density function rðxÞ. Let si
denote the location of sensor i. Let vector s ¼ ½si�Ni¼1 denote

the location of all the sensors. The Voronoi cells, VðsÞ ¼
fVigNi¼1, generated by s are defined as

Vi ¼ fx 2 A jkx� sik � kx� sjk; 8j 6¼ ig;

where Vi is the Voronoi cell generated by the ith sensor. All
the sensors whose Voronoi cells are adjacent to Vi are called
as the Voronoi neighbors of sensor i. Fig. 1a shows an exam-
ple of a Voronoi tessellation generated by 16 sensors.

Note that due to limited communication ranges of
sensors, the Voronoi neighbors of a sensor may not be its
real neighbors defined by its communication range. For
instance, in Fig. 1a, sensor 6 has six Voronoi neighbors.
Due to limited communication range, only three of them
(sensors 7, 8, and 5) are within the communication range
of sensor 6, while the other three (sensor 4, 12, 16) are
out of the communication range of sensor 6.

A CVT is a Voronoi tessellation where each generator of
its Voronoi cells coincides with the mass centroid of the
Voronoi cell. Fig. 1b shows a CVT corresponding to the Vor-
onoi tessellation in Fig. 1a. It is obtained using Lloyd’s
method (see Section 2.3). Many CVTs may be derived from
the initial deployment in Fig. 1a; Fig. 1b only illustrates one
of them.

2.2 Optimization Problem for Even Self-Deployment

Consider the CVT energy function [7], [12] defined as

FðsÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

Z

x2Vi
kx� sik2rðxÞ dx: (1)

As shown in [7], [13], [14], the gradient of FðsÞ is

rFðsiÞ ¼
@F

@si
¼ 2miðsi � ciÞ; (2)

where mi and ci are the mass and centroid of Voronoi cell
Vi, respectively, and

mi ¼
Z

x2Vi
rðxÞ dx;

ci ¼
R
x2Vi rðxÞx dxR
x2Vi rðxÞ dx

;

where rðxÞ denotes the density at point x. In our problem,
rðxÞ � 1.
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One can observe from (2) that a CVT corresponds to a crit-
ical point of FðsÞ. The study in [7] shows that the necessary
condition for FðsÞ to be minimized is that s forms a CVT.
Recall that a CVT corresponds to an even deployment
according to Gersho’s conjecture [6]. Hence the sensor loca-
tions that minimize the CVT energy functionF form an even
deployment. Therefore, the even-deployment problem can
be formulated as an unconstrained minimization problem as

sr ¼ arg min
s
FðsÞ; (3)

where sr corresponds to a CVT of the target area. Note that
for a given set of sensors and target area, there may exist
multiple CVTs which correspond to the local minimizers
and the global minimizer of the CVT energy function [7].
Any CVT can form an even deployment.

To solve the even self-deployment problem defined in
(3), iterative algorithms are generally used. In these algo-
rithms, the locations of sensors are iteratively updated in
the direction of the negative gradient of the CVT energy
function, until the algorithm converges. If the algorithm is
distributed, then the sensors compute the moving direction
with the local information and move iteratively to minimize
the CVT energy function. In particular, let sk denote sensor
positions in the kth iteration. Let the movement step of N
sensors be defined by the vector p ¼ ½pi�Ni¼1. Then, the move-
ment step pk in the kth iteration is computed as,

pk ¼ arg min
p
Fðsk þ pÞ; (4)

and the sensor location vector is then updated as

skþ1 ¼ sk þ pk: (5)

Due to the iterative nature of the method, the sensors are
required to be synchronized with each other in some fash-
ion. The algorithm converges to a CVT when pk ¼ 0.

2.3 Lloyd’s Method

A widely used algorithm to construct a CVT is Lloyd’s
method [7]. In Lloyd’s method, the sensors’ locations are

updated to the centroids of their Voronoi cells in each itera-
tion. Subsequently, the Voronoi cells are computed again
and the process is iterated until an approximate CVT of the
target area is generated.1 Since sensors can use distributed
algorithms (e.g., those in [15]) to compute Voronoi cells and
Voronoi neighbors, the movement step can be computed
distributedly based on the neighbor information. To apply
it to mobile sensor deployment, we let each iteration consist
of two phases: i) neighbor discovery phase and ii) move-
ment phase. In the neighbor discovery phase, sensors
exchange their location information with their neighbors.
At the end of the neighbor discovery phase, sensors com-
pute their Lloyd movement step, referred to as Lloyd step, as

pi ¼ ci � si; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N: (6)

Note that a sensor may not be within the communication
ranges of its Voronoi neighbors. The method described in
Section 5 can be used to deal with such cases.

3 ENERGY-EFFICIENT EVEN SELF-DEPLOYMENT

This section formulates a locational optimization problem
that achieves even deployment while taking into account
sensor traveling distances. Subsequently, it is shown that
Lloyd’s method provides an approximate solution to this
problem.

3.1 Problem Statement

In order to save energy consumption, it is essential to
reduce the traveling distances of sensors during self-deploy-
ment. In this regard, the iterative form in Eq. (4) is modified
by adding a penalty function for the lengths of sensors’
movement steps in each iteration. More specifically, the
desired energy-efficient movement step in the kth iteration
becomes

Fig. 1. Illustration of Voronoi Cells and CVT with 16 sensors in a square area.

1. Note that in [10] Lloyd’s method can be an asynchronous
algorithm in which sensors compute movement step and change desti-
nation on the go. However, this requires the sensors to update Voronoi
cell continuously, which is not practical in sensor networks.
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pk ¼ arg min
p
Fðsk þ pÞ þ 1

2
pTGkp

� �
; (7)

where the second term on the right hand side, 1
2 pTGkp, rep-

resents the penalty function and Gk is a diagonal matrix
with positive elements.

The above method can be regarded as a proximal mini-
mization algorithm [16]. When the algorithm converges, the
sensor location vector s converges to the same minimizer as
that of the energy function FðsÞ, and hence forms a CVT.
The larger the elements of Gk are, the smaller are the move-
ments steps and more distance saving is expected. How-
ever, as we will see, larger elements in Gk also result in a
larger number of deployment steps.

The introduction of the second order term pTGkp in
Eq. (7) requires that the iterative gradient method employs
the second order information of FðsÞ to characterize the
movement step pk. This leads to the application of Newton’s
method [17].2 To solve for pk, Fðsk þ pÞ is approximated
using Taylor’s theorem as

Fðsk þ pÞ � FðskÞ þ gðskÞTpþ 1

2
pTHðskÞp; (8)

where HðskÞ and gðskÞ are the Hessian matrix and the gradi-
ent vector of F at sk, respectively. Substituting Eq. (8) into
Eq. (7) yields

pk � arg min
p
FðskÞ þ gðskÞTpþ 1

2
pT ðHðskÞ þ GkÞp

� �
: (9)

Setting the derivative of the argument in the right hand side
of Eq. (9) to zero, we obtain the energy-efficient movement
step (EE-step) as

pk ¼ �ðHðskÞ þ GkÞ�1gðskÞ: (10)

Computing the EE-step via Eq. (10) requires the compu-
tation of the Hessian matrix and its inverse, which in gen-
eral needs global information of sensor locations. As will be
shown later, this computation can be done via cooperation
among sensors in a distributed manner in mobile sensor
networks.

3.2 Lloyd Step versus EE-Step

This section shows that the movement step in Lloyd’s
method is an approximation to the EE-step with a non-opti-
mal choice of Gk. Furthermore, decreasing the step size of
Lloyd’s method leads to less traveling distance while main-
taining the convergence property.

Note that if the Hessian matrix H is a diagonal matrix, pk
can be computed distributedly. Let H 0 denote a diagonal
matrix that only contains the diagonal elements of H.
Approximating H using H 0 yields

pk � �ðH 0ðskÞ þ GkÞ�1gðskÞ: (11)

Following the results in [13], [14], the ith element in the
diagonal part of H is 2mi � ui, where mi is the mass of the
Voronoi cell Vi in the kth iteration, and ui is a positive num-
ber (the exact form is described in [13], [14]). Setting the ith
diagonal element of Gk to ui, the movement step pi of the ith
sensor in the kth iteration becomes

pi ¼ �ð2mi � ui þ uiÞ�1rFðsiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N: (12)

Substituting Eq. (2) into the above yields

pi ¼ �ð2miÞ�12miðsi � ciÞ ¼ ci � si; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N (13)

which is equivalent to the movement step in Lloyd’s
method as shown in Eq. (6). The above implies that the
movement step in Lloyd’s method is an approximation
of the EE-step—it is obtained by approximating the Hes-
sian matrix by keeping only the diagonal elements and
choosing a specific form of Gk (i.e., setting the ith diago-
nal element of Gk to ui). This choice of Gk may not be
optimal. In fact, we can expect to save more distance by
increasing the diagonal elements of Gk. For example, if
we increase the ith diagonal elements in Gk to ð2mi þ uiÞ,
then the movement step becomes

pi ¼
1

2
ðci � siÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; N: (14)

Equivalently,

pk �
1

2
ðck � skÞ; (15)

which is half of the movement step in Lloyd’s method.

3.3 Lloyd-a Method

By choosing Gk appropriately, we can set the EE-step to an
arbitrary fraction, a, of Lloyd step. This method is referred
to as Lloyd-a method. The convergence of the method is
shown in Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose the movement step of N sensors in

Lloyd’s method is given by a vector p ¼ ½pi�Ni¼1. If the sensors

take a movement step p0 ¼ ½p0i�
N
i¼1 satisfying that p0i ¼ aipi,

ai 2 ð0; 1Þ, 8i 2 f1; . . . ; Ng in all iterations, k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;

then the sequence of sensor positions s1; s2; . . . sk; . . . con-

verges to a CVT of the target area.

Proof. Let T ¼ fT igNi¼1 denote an arbitrary tessellation of N
sensors in the area. We define

Fðs; T Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

Z

x2T i
kx� sik2

rðxÞ dx; (16)

when T ¼ V, we obtain energy function (7). With the
property of Voronoi tessellation, we have

Fðs;VÞ � Fðs; T Þ; (17)

with strict inequality if T 6¼ V. Let c ¼ ½ci�Ni¼1 and
m ¼ ½mi�Ni¼1 denote the centroids and mass of V respec-
tively. Applying the parallel axis theorem [10], we can
rewrite Fðs; T Þ as

2. Newton’s method requires F to be at least C2 [17]. A recent study
[12] proved C2 smoothness of F in any convex and most non-convex
2D domains.
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Fðs; T Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

Z

x2T i
kx� cik2

rðxÞ dxþmiksi � cik: (18)

Let s0 ¼ ½s0i�
N
i¼1 denote the new positions of sensors in the

beginning of next iteration, i.e., s0 ¼ sþ p0. Since
p0i ¼ aipi ¼ aiðci � siÞ;ai 2 ð0; 1Þ, we have s0i � ci

�� �� ¼
ð1� aiÞ si � cik k < si � cik k. Together with equation (18),
we have

Fðs0; T Þ � Fðs; T Þ; (19)

with strict inequality if s is not a CVT. Let V0 denote the
Voronoi tessellation formed by s0, from equations (17)
and (19), we have

Fðs0;V0Þ � Fðs0;VÞ � Fðs;VÞ: (20)

The above equation shows that new positions of sensors
will decrease the energy function until sensors form a
CVT, which concludes the proof. tu
Simulation results show that compared to the original

Lloyd’s method, Lloyd-a method using partial step sizes
saves traveling distance. However, it requires a larger
number of deployment steps. For example, if half of the
movement step of Lloyd’s method is used, i.e., a ¼ 0:5,
then the number of deployment steps is approximately
doubled. Thus, the excessive energy consumed in start/
stop operations may cancel out the energy saved in the
traveling distance. This limits the application of this algo-
rithm only to the scenarios in which the cost of start/
stop operations is relatively low. The study in [12] shows
that incorporating more information from the second
order term of the CVT energy function, i.e., the Hessian
matrix, can achieve significantly less iterations before
convergence (corresponding to less deployment steps in
our context). This motivates us to propose a new distrib-
uted algorithm, as described in Section 4, that carefully
chooses Gk to reduce both the number of deployment
steps and sensor traveling distances.

4 DISTRIBUTED ENERGY EFFICIENT

SELF-DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM

This section presents a new algorithm, named Distributed
Energy Efficient self-Deployment. It is an iterative algorithm
where in each iteration a sensor moves according to the
EE-step. It has two main objectives: i) saving the traveling
distances of the sensors and ii) reducing the number of
deployment steps. To achieve these two objectives, Gk
needs to be chosen carefully. In the following, we first
describe how to choose Gk, and then describe how to com-
pute EE-step in a distributed manner. In the end, we pres-
ent the workflow of DEED algorithm.

4.1 Choice of Gk
Recall that the EE-step is a movement step that minimizes
the CVT energy function F in Eq. (1) such that the EE-
step lies in the direction of decreasing F . This implies

that the matrix HðskÞ þ Gk in Eq. (10) needs to be positive
definite [17]. Since the Hessian matrix H is sparse and is
generally not positive definite, the elements of Gk should
be large enough to make the matrix HðskÞ þ Gk positive
definite. Reference [17] suggests that Gk can take the form
of �kI, where �k is a constant. Furthermore, if �k satisfies
that �k ¼ 0 if the Hessian is positive definite and �k ¼
��minðHÞ þ d if the Hessian is positive indefinite, where
�minðHÞ denotes the the minimum eigenvalue of H and
d > 0 is a small positive constant, then Gk ¼ �kI is the
matrix with the minimum euclidean norm that makes
HðskÞ þ Gk positive definite [17]. The study of [12] demon-
strates this choice of �k is effective in reducing the number
of iterations. This choice of �k, however, may not be favor-
able in saving sensor traveling distances. Indeed in the
above, �k takes small values so that HðskÞ þ Gk is close to
HðskÞ in order to reduce the number of iterations (i.e.,
deployment steps in our context) [12], [17], while to save
traveling distances, larger elements in Gk are preferable as
described in Section 3.2. To achieve the dual objectives of
reducing the number of deployment steps as well as sav-
ing sensor traveling distances, we set Gk ¼ �kI and choose
the value of �k as follows.

Let aij denote the element on the ith row and jth column
of the Hessian matrix HðskÞ in the kth iteration. Then the
value of �k is chosen as

�k ¼ max

�
0;�min

i

�
aii �

X

j

jaijj
��
þ d; (21)

where d > 0 is a positive constant. If Hþ is defined as

Hþ ¼ HðskÞ þ Gk ¼ HðskÞ þ �kI; (22)

then it can be shown that the choice of �k in Eq. (21) makes
the matrix Hþ positive definite as stated in the following
lemma.

Lemma 1. When setting �k as in Eq. (21), �minðHþÞ � d, where
�minðHþÞ denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Hþ. In addition,
the matrix Hþ is positive definite.

Proof. We first prove the first statement. Recall Gerschgorin
Theorem [18]. Let matrix B 2 IRn	n be symmetric with
eigenvalues �1, . . . ; �n. Then

min
1�i�n

�i � min
1�i�n

bii �
Xn

j¼1;j6¼i
jbijj

( )
;

where bij is the element of B on the ith row and jth
column.
Let aij denotes the element of H on ith row and jth col-
umn. let uj ¼

Pn
j¼1;j6¼i jaijj . Since Hþ ¼ H þ �I, accord-

ing to Gerschgorin Theorem, we have

�minðHþÞ � min
1�i�n

f�þ aii � ujg

¼
�
�þ min

1�i�n
faii � ujg

�
;

i. if min1�i�nfaii � ujg < 0, we have � ¼ �min1�i�n
faii � ujg þ d and
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�minðHþÞ � d;

ii. if min1�i�nfaii � ujg � 0, we have � ¼ d and

�minðHþÞ � min
1�i�n

faii � ujg þ d � d:

The second statement that Hþ is a positive definite
matrix follows directly from above and the symmetry
of H. tu
Setting �k as in Eq. (21) has the following three advan-

tages compared to the choice of �k in [12]. First, to save sen-
sor traveling distance, the value of �k should not be too
small. When H is positive indefinite, �k in Eq. (21) is always
larger than ��minðHÞ (see the proof of Lemma 1), and hence
is more desirable in saving sensor traveling distance. Sec-
ond, the matrix Hþ and �minðHÞ are difficult to evaluate in a
distributed manner. The widely adopted methods that com-
pute the minimum modification to make the Hessian matrix
positive definite (e.g., the modified Cholesky factorization
[17], [19]) cannot be employed since they use centralized
algorithms and have high complexities. In contrast, comput-
ing �k is easy to implement on distributed sensors. It needs
global consensus but requires much less overheads. Third,
as to be shown in Theorem 1, such choice of �k leads to the
convergence of the Jacobi method which is the method used
to distribute the computation.

Note that if a sensor is not within the communication
ranges of its Voronoi neighbors or the network is discon-
nected, the Hessian matrix H and �k may not be computed
correctly. The method described in Section 5 can be used to
deal with such cases.

The local convergence property of applying the EE-step
on a general function is shown by the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let the function FðskÞ satisfy the condition
that its Hessian matrix H is locally Lipschitz continuous
around an optimal point set s
. Furthermore, let the sequence
fskg and all elements of H be bounded in a finite domain.
Then if the starting point s0 is sufficiently close to the optimal
set s
, then the sequence of iterative points generated by the
solution of Eqs. (10) and (21) converges to s
, and the rate of
convergence is at least linear.
Before proving Proposition 4.1, we first prove a lemma.

Lemma 2. Define s
 as the optimal point of function FðsÞ where
gðs
Þ ¼ 0. Consider any functions FðsÞ that is twice differen-
tiable and whose Hessian matrix HðsÞ is locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous with Lipschitz constant L around optimal point set s


within region s� s
k k � r. Do iterations as skþ1 ¼ sk þ pk,
where pk is computed by pk ¼ �H�1

þ ðskÞgðskÞ and Hþ ¼
HðskÞ þ �kI. Then, if the starting point s0 satisfies the condi-
tion s0 � s
k k � r, the sequence of iterates sk follows inequal-
ity below

kskþ1 � s
k � L

2d

	
ksk � s
k2 þ 2�kksk � s
k



:

Proof. We denote gðskÞ and gðs
Þ as gk and g
 respectively.
From the definition of the iteration step and the optimal-
ity condition g
 ¼ 0, we have

skþ1 � s


¼ sk þ pk � s


¼ sk � s
 � ðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ�1gk

¼ ðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ�1

�
ðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ ðsk � s
Þ � ðgk � g
Þ

�
:

(23)

According to Taylor’s theorem [17],

gk � g
 ¼
Z 1

0

Hðsk þ tðs
 � skÞÞðsk � s
Þdt: (24)

Then choosing s0 so that s� s
k k � r, for k � 0 we have

kðHðskÞ þ �kIÞðsk � s
Þ � ðgk � g
Þk

¼
����
Z 1

0

½HðskÞ þ �kI�Hðsk þ tðs
 � skÞÞ�ðsk � s
Þdt
����

�
Z 1

0

ðkHðskÞ �Hðsk þ tðs
 � skÞÞk þ �kÞksk � s
kdt

�
Z 1

0

ðLtksk � s
k þ �kÞksk � s
kdt

¼ 1

2
Lksk � s
k2 þ �kksk � s
k:

(25)

Let �maxðHÞ denote maximum eigenvalue of H.

kðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ�1k ¼ �max

	
ðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ�1


¼ 1

�minðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ
:

Since Lemma 1 tells us that �minðHþÞ � d, we have

kðHðskÞ þ �kIÞ�1k � 1

d
: (26)

By substituting in (23) and (25), we obtain

kskþ1 � s
k � L

2d

	
ksk � s
k2 þ 2�kksk � s
k



: (27)

tu
We now prove Proposition 4.1.

Proof. Let L denote the local Lipschitz constant of H. Since
all elements in H are bounded. Thus the value of � com-
puted by (21) should be upper bounded. We denote this
upper bound as U�. Since the sequence fskg are all
bounded in a finite domain, sk � s
k k should also be
upper bounded. We denote the upper bound as Ud.
Then, following from Lemma 2, we have,

kskþ1 � s
k � L

2d

	
ksk � s
k2 þ 2�ksk � s
k




� eUksk � s
k;
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where eU ¼ LðUdþ2U�Þ
2d

. Choosing s0 so that ks0 � s
k �
1=ð2 eUÞ, we can inductively deduce that the sequence
converges to s
, and the rate of convergence is linear. tu
It is seen from the proof of Proposition 4.1 that the local

convergence rate depends on �k. A large �k will result in a
linear rate of convergence which leads to a larger number of
deployment steps, while a small �k results in nearly qua-
dratic rate of convergence which leads to a smaller number
of deployment steps.

4.2 Distributed Realization

This section describes how to compute the EE-steps distrib-
utively among sensors. From Eq. (10) and Eq. (22), it is
observed that the EE-step, pk, is the solution to a system of
linear equations

Hþpk ¼ �gðskÞ: (28)

Therefore, we can use distributed iterative methods such
as the Jacobi method [20], [21] or the GaBP method [22] to
obtain pk. In this paper, the Jacobi method is chosen since it
is simpler and more suitable for distributed sensor network
applications. The Jacobi method decomposes Hþ into two
matrices, a diagonal matrix D and a remainder matrix R,
i.e., Hþ ¼ D þR. Then Eq. (28) is rewritten as

ðD þRÞpk ¼ �gðskÞ:

Multiplying D�1 on both sides yields

ðI þD�1RÞpk ¼ �D�1gðskÞ:

The Jacobi method uses an iterative approach. More specifi-
cally, let pkðtÞ denote the solution obtained at the tth itera-
tion. Then,

pkðtþ 1Þ ¼ �D�1ðRpkðtÞ þ gðskÞÞ: (29)

Note that D ¼ D0 þ �kI where D0 is the diagonal part of
the Hessian matrix HðskÞ. Thus, we get

pkðtþ 1Þ ¼ �ðD0 þ �kIÞ�1ðRpkðtÞ þ gðskÞÞ: (30)

We observe two facts from the explicit formula of Hes-
sian H [13], [14]. First, H is a sparse matrix in the sense that
if two sensors are not Voronoi neighbors, then the elements
corresponding to these two sensors are zeros. Second, if the
location information of all the Voronoi neighbors is given,
then each sensor can compute all the elements of its corre-
sponding two rows3 of H and thus D0 andR.

Therefore, if the Voronoi neighbors can share the
information of their movement steps computed in itera-
tion t via communication and since gðskÞ can be com-
puted distributively, the Jacobi iterative process in Eq.
(30) can be carried out in a distributed manner, though
it needs more communication overheads. The Jacobi iter-
ative process converges to the solution of Eq. (28) when

Hþ is strictly diagonally dominant [20]. The following
lemma states that this condition holds if the choice of �k
follows Eq. (21);

Lemma 3. Hþ is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix if �k is
computed as in Eq. (21).

Proof. According to equation (21),

� if H is strictly diagonally dominant itself, � ¼ d and
Hþ ¼ H þ �I is still diagonally dominant since d > 0.

� if H is not strictly diagonally dominant, i.e., there
is at least one row k in the H satisfying akk�P

i jakij � 0;�minifaii �
P

j jaijj g � 0 and � ¼
�minifaii �

P
j jaijj g þ d. It is trivial to show that for

any row k that satisfies akk �
P

i jakij � 0, � ¼
�minifaii �

P
j jaijj g þ d > akk �

P
i jakij since d >

0. Hence, for those rows, we have �þ akk >
P

i jakij
which makesHþ strictly diagonally dominant. tu

Combining Lemma 3 and the results in [20], we have the
following theorem regarding the convergence result of
Jacobi method.

Theorem 1. The Jacobi iterative process in Eq. (30) converges to
the solution of Eq. (28) from any initial step vector and the
approximate number of steps needed for convergence is

� 1

lnð�maxðD�1RÞÞ
;

where �maxðD�1RÞ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix D�1R.

4.2.1 Choice of the Initial Value pð0Þ
In order to reduce the number of iteration steps in the Jacobi
method and thus the communication energy consumption
of sensors, the initial value, pð0Þ, needs to be chosen care-
fully to minimize the initial error. In our simulations in Sec-
tion 6, the initial value is set to be the movement step
computed using the Lloyd’s method according to Eq. (6). In
this way, sensors can compute the initial steps distributively
and the choice leads to a smaller number of iterations (�7)
in our simulations.

4.2.2 Propagating �k over the Network

Note that the Jacobi process requires �k to be known ahead.
Since the max operation in computing �k in Eq. (21) needs
global information, this requires extra packet exchanges to
propagate �k over the network which leads to excessive
energy consumption. To address this issue, observe that the
max operation is over Hessian rows. Thus, a simple method
is proposed in which �k propagates together with the Jacobi
iterations. In this method, a sensor does not need to know
the value of �k which is the global max before the Jacobi iter-
ation. Instead, in the first iteration of the Jacobi process, it
computes �k following Eq. (21) which is its local max, i.e.,
max value computed from its corresponding two rows.
Then starting from the first iteration, it always inserts the
current local max to the packet used in Jacobi process for
message exchange. Other sensors will update their local
max to the larger one received. The method requires the
sensors to send out their corresponding diagonal elements
in Hessian for their neighbors to update their steps with the
updated local max. In this fashion, the global max will

3. Note that since sensors move in two-dimensional space, there are
two rows corresponding to each sensor in the Hessian matrix.
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spread over the network together with the Jacobi packets
without extra overhead. One should note that even when �k
is not propagated over all the network, the way �k is com-
puted and propagated does not violate the convergence
property of Jacobi process shown in Theorem 1.

4.3 Workflow of DEED Algorithm

In DEED algorithm, sensors move in iterations. The work-
flow of one iteration of the DEED algorithm at each sensor
is described in Algorithm 1. Each iteration starts with a

neighbor discovery phase, followed by a Jacobi phase to
perform Jacobi computations and finally a movement
phase. The Jacobi phase is separated from neighbor discov-
ery phase as the Hessian information can only be known
after the neighbor discovery phase. The Jacobi phase is
further divided into a predefined number of smaller
“computation” sub-phases, each of which corresponds to
an iteration in the Jacobi iterative process. In each Jacobi
iteration, a new EE-step is computed using equation (30).
Then in the following movement phase, sensors take the
movement step as computed in the Jacobi phase. If a sensor
fails to hear from one of its neighbors in any computation
sub-phase, it simply takes a Lloyd movement step instead.

5 COMPUTING VORONOI CELLS WITH LIMITED

COMMUNICATION RANGE

The distributed Voronoi cell computation relies on the Vor-
onoi neighbor information [15]. However, in mobile sensor
networks, the communication ranges of sensors are limited.
A sensor may not be within the communication ranges of its
Voronoi neighbors. As a consequence, the distributed com-
putation of Voronoi cells may not be feasible. Fig. 2a shows
an example where S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 are six sensors.
The computed Voronoi cell of S1 should be the polygon
V1V2V3V4V5. However, since S1 is located outside the com-
munication range of S2 and is not aware of the existence of
S2, it computes its Voronoi cell as the polygon V1V2V3V6.
This incorrect computation of Voronoi cells may lead to
oscillatory movement in both Lloyd’s method and DEED;
thereby increases the traveling distance and prevents algo-
rithms from converging. For example, in Lloyd’s method,
we can see that S1 moves more than needed towards S2 and
may travel back after it hears from S2.

To address the issue of distributed Voronoi cell computa-
tion, an intuitive algorithm is proposed as follows. This
algorithm is applicable to both Lloyd’s method (the original
Lloyd’s method and Lloyd-a) and DEED. Let R denote the
communication ranges of sensors; a circle with radius R=2
and centered at a sensor is referred to as the “R=2-circle”
of the sensor. Clearly, if two sensors are out of the commu-
nication range of each other, then their R=2-circles do not
overlap. In the proposed method, each sensor uses the over-
lapped area of its computed Voronoi cell and its R=2-circle
as its Voronoi cell. For example, the resultant Voronoi cell
computed by S1 in Fig. 2a is the polygon V1V2V3V

0
4V
0

5 in
Fig. 2b. In this special case, the resultant Voronoi cell is very
close to the correct one. The intuition behind this algorithm
is that the resultant Voronoi cell will not contain points that
are in the Voronoi cells of other sensors. In this way, a sen-
sor with no neighbors will stay at its position, while a sensor
with incomplete neighbor information will take steps that
tend to form an even deployment within the connected
neighbors bounded by the R=2 circles of the sensor and its
neighbors. Since there is no overlapped area between the
R=2-circles of two sensors out of each other’s communica-
tion range, the Hessian matrix H and �k in Eq. (21) com-
puted for DEED algorithm will be locally correct within the
connected part of the network. As the sensors spread out
and learn about new neighbors gradually, the global even
deployment is finally achieved.
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To make sure that all sensors finally compute their cor-
rect Voronoi cells and form a global even deployment, it is
assumed that in the final even deployment, the R=2-circles
of all sensors cover the whole area. In practice, if the bound-
aries of the target area are known, then the required com-
munication range R of sensors can be computed a priori.
Even if the boundaries are unknown, a larger area that con-
tains the target area can be used to compute the value of R.
The transmission power of the sensor can be adjusted to get
the required R. In general, sensors may have different com-
munication ranges, the value of R here should be the mini-
mum communication range of all sensors. For a sensor with
anisotropic communication range, the value of R should be
chosen as the radius of the maximum circle within the com-
munication range of the sensor.

One should note that in [3], an approach where sensor
moves at most R=2 during movement is proposed to solve
the same problem. The method we proposed employs the
R=2-circle instead of limiting the step size is to approximate
the actual Voronoi cell so that the accuracy of Voronoi
related computation can be improved.

From the simulations it is observed that Lloyd method
and DEED algorithm do not converge in a large number of
deployment steps if the network formed by the initial
deployment of the sensors is disconnected. When the above
method is used to deal with the limited communication
range, then both algorithms converge quickly.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section compares the performance of Lloyd’s method
and DEED algorithm through simulation in NS-2 [23] (ver-
sion 2:35). The simulation settings are described first, fol-
lowed by the simulation results.

6.1 Simulation Settings

The DEED and Lloyd’s algorithms are implemented in two
agent models. The mobile node model is used with minor
modifications so that the agents can control the movement
of sensors directly. Sensors are synchronized by scheduling
the start time of their next step in every step.

The settings of the physical model follow IEEE 802.11p
[24], the MAC protocol is IEEE 802.11. The sensors use
omnidirectional antenna. The two ray ground model is
used as the propagation model that considers reflection
from the ground [25].

The computation of Voronoi partition is based on the
“qvoronoi” program from Qhull [26]. Modifications have
been made so that the program can compute Voronoi cells
in a bounded region. At the end of the neighbor discovery
phase, each sensor calls the program and uses its collected
neighbor information as the input to the program. Thus,
each sensor computes the Voronoi tessellation of the area
from its local point of view. Subsequently, each sensor
determines the intersection area of the computed Voronoi
cell and its R=2-circle, which is used as the Voronoi cell in
the computation of its movement step. To simplify the com-
putation, the R=2 circle of each sensor is approximated by a
regular hexagon.

6.1.1 Stopping Criteria

In both algorithms, a stopping criteria is defined for the
movement of sensors. If the distance between a sensor and
the centroid of its Voronoi cell (i.e., the movement step of
Lloyd’s method) is less than 1m, then the sensor stops
moving. Thus, when all sensors are close to the centroids
of their Voronoi cells, i.e., close to a CVT, then they stop
moving and the even deployment is completed. The rea-
son for choosing the threshold of 1 m as the stopping crite-
ria is two-fold. First, lowering the threshold further leads
to an increasing number of deployment steps with little
progress towards achieving a CVT. Second, based on the
results obtained from the animation tool—network anima-
tor (NAM) [23], it is observed that with this criteria, the
sensors visually form an even deployment. Furthermore,
the deployment quality is visually much better than using
a larger threshold, e.g., 2 m.

6.1.2 Energy Consumption

The energy consumption statistics is accumulated over
three sources—communication, movement, and start/stop
operations (roughly equals to the number of deployment

Fig. 2. An example showing incorrect Voronoi cell computation due to limited communication range of sensor R and the proposed algorithm to deal
with limited communication range.
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steps). The unified energy consumption setting is used as
that in [3]. The moving distance and the number of deploy-
ment steps are normalized into message complexity. Thus,
the energy consumed by movement is presented by how
many packets can be transmitted with the same amount of
energy. As calculated from Robomote [11], moving a sensor
one meter consumes a similar amount of energy as transmit-
ting 300 messages. Thus, unless otherwise stated, the energy
consumed by movement is defined as 300 messages/meter.
The energy consumption in start/stop operations differs in
different systems. In the unified energy consumption result
as reported later, unless otherwise stated, the start/stop
operation is equivalent to movement by one meter, i.e., 300
messages/step.

6.2 Simulation Scenarios

The simulations consist of two scenarios. The first sce-
nario contains 100 mobile sensors that have to be evenly
deployed in a 500 m 	 500 m area. In order to make
sure that the R=2-circles of sensors cover the whole area
when they form an even deployment, the communication
ranges of sensors are set to 160 m by adjusting the trans-
mission power of the sensors. The area is divided into
three stripes with the width of the middle stripe being
165 m. The sensors are randomly distributed in the other
two stripes. In this way, the initial deployment of the
sensors forms a disconnected network topology. The ini-
tial deployment and desired deployment of the scenario
are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b respectively, both of which
are captured in the network animator from one of the
obtained results.

The second scenario contains 25 mobile sensors that
needs to be evenly deployed in a 200 m 	 200 m area. Simi-
larly, the communication ranges of sensors are set to 90 m.
As before, three stripe areas are used for initial deployment
and the width of the middle area is 95 m.

For each scenario, all algorithms use the same initial loca-
tions and run one by one. The simulation time is sufficiently
long (approximately the time of 200 deployment steps) to
make sure that all sensors achieve the steady state within
the simulation time. The process is repeated for 100 runs. In
each run, we collect three statistics: the traveling distance,
the number of deployment steps, and the energy consump-
tion of sensors. These statistics are collected when all sen-
sors stop.

Now we briefly discuss the choice of the lengths of the
phases for the scenario that contains 100 sensors (the
same setting is used for the scenario that contains 25 sen-
sors). In the neighbor discovery phase, the possible
packet loss is dealt with a simple mechanism. We let sen-
sors send packets of their location information twice and
wait a random time period before any transmission.
Since the transmission time of one packet under the sim-
ulation setting is less than 1 ms, the length of the neigh-
bor discovery phases is set to 10 s, which is enough for
all 100 sensors to complete all transmissions. The speed
of the sensor is set to be 1m/s. The length of the move-
ment phase is set to 750 s so that all sensors can complete
the movement before next iteration starts. In DEED, the
Jacobi phase consists of three computation sub-phases.
We let sensors send one packet in each computation sub-
phase and set the length of the Jacobi phase to 10 s. We
choose multiple values for the positive constant d in (21),
and find that it has little impact on the simulation results.
The results reported below use d ¼ 10.

6.3 Simulation Results

For both simulation scenarios, the results are generated
from 100 simulation runs. Both DEED and Lloyd’s method
converge quickly when the method described in Section 5 is
used to adjust Voronoi cells to deal with limited sensor com-
munication range (when not using this method, both meth-
ods fail to converge within the given simulation time). All
simulation results reported below use the adjusted Voronoi
cells.

For the sake of clarity, the simulation runs are indexed in
increasing order according to the average traveling distance
under DEED algorithm.

Figs. 4, 5 and 6 presents the results generated from Sce-
nario I with 100 sensors in a 500 m 	 500 m area.

Fig. 4a plots the average traveling distance over all sen-
sors for each simulation run. The “Optimum” curve repre-
sents the average length of the optimal traveling path in
Lloyd’s method, i.e., the average linear distance between
the initial locations and the final destinations in Lloyd’s
method. It is to be noticed that the traveling distance under
DEED is closer to the optimum one. It results in 9-40 percent
less traveling distances as compared to Lloyd’s method for
all simulation runs with an average saving of 19 percent. In
comparison with Lloyd-0:8, the average distance saving
from DEED is 13 percent. Note that in some cases, DEED
results in even less traveling distances than the optimum
one. This is because the sensors converge to different desti-
nations under DEED (recall that the CVT energy function
can have multiple minima in the same area).

Fig. 4b plots the number of deployment steps for dif-
ferent algorithms. Observe that DEED requires similar
numbers of deployment steps when compared to Lloyd’s
method and the average difference is small.

The performance of Lloyd-a method was also mea-
sured with respect to different step sizes a. The results
are plotted in Fig. 5 and are obtained by averaging over
all simulation runs. Fig. 5a shows the average traveling
distance versus the Lloyd step fraction value a, while
Fig. 5b shows the total number of deployment steps. As

Fig. 3. Illustration of an initial and final deployment for the simulation sce-
nario with 100 sensors (results captured in NAM). The final deployment
is obtained using DEED.
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expected, more distance savings are obtained for smaller
step sizes. Lloyd-a algorithm requires approximately 1=a
times the number of steps than that of Lloyd’s method.
Among the tested Lloyd algorithms, Lloyd-0:8 is consid-
ered the most energy-efficient because it has the highest
ratio of the distance saving over the increment in the
number of deployment steps. For comparison, the aver-
age traveling distance and the number of deployment
steps for DEED are also shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respec-
tively. The results indicate that DEED outperforms

Lloyd’s method and all its variants in both the average
traveling distance and the number of deployment steps.

Fig. 6a plots the message complexity and Fig. 6b plots the
average unified energy consumption over all sensors. As
seen from Figs. 6a and 6b, DEED requires more message
exchange compared to Lloyd’s method and Lloyd-0:8
method due to the additional Jacobi phase; however, it still
saves overall energy. This is due to the less traveling dis-
tance under DEED. Lloyd-0:8 algorithm consumes more
energy on average than Lloyd’s method due to larger

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Comparison of Lloyd-a methods with different step fractions a.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Average message complexity and unified energy consumptions over 100 simulation runs for the scenario with 100 sensors (represented using
the number of messages that can be transmitted).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Average travelling distance and number of deployment steps over 100 simulation runs for the scenario with 100 sensors.
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number of deployment steps. When compared to Lloyd’s
method, the energy saving from DEED is up to 28 percent
with an average saving of 13 percent. When compared to
Lloyd-0:8, the average energy saving is 15 percent.

All the results presented so far assume that the energy
consumption for moving a sensor one meter and the
energy consumption per deployment step are both equiv-
alent to the energy consumption of sending 300 messages.
We next vary the energy consumption model as follows.
The energy consumption for moving a sensor one meter
is set to equivalence of sending either 300 or 600 mes-
sages; the energy consumption per deployment step is
varied to be the equivalence of sending zero (zero energy
consumption per deployment step) to 300 messages. The
results are shown in Fig. 7. Clearly, DEED saves energy
under all the settings. It is to be noticed that while Lloyd-
0:8 consumes more energy than Lloyd’s method under
the default simulation settings, in other settings where
the energy consumption of start/stop operation is rela-
tively low, Lloyd-0:8 requires less energy consumption on
average due to the distance savings when compared to
Lloyd’s method.

The results obtained in the second scenario with 25 sen-
sors in 200 m 	 200 m area are similar to those in the first
scenario. We briefly summarize the result here. DEED algo-
rithm performs the best overall. When compared to Lloyd’s
method, it saves up to 54 percent traveling distance with an
average saving of 28 percent. The energy saving is up to
46 percent with an average saving of 18 percent.

We also explore different initial deployment settings,
where sensors start from four corners of the target area, e.g.,
in the 500 m 	 500 m target area, initial locations of sensors
are set to be in four 100 m 	 100 m squares located in the
four corners of the area respectively. The obtained results
are similar and thus are omitted in the interest of space.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper studied the problem of energy-efficient even
self-deployment in mobile sensor networks. In order to
address the issue of energy-efficient deployment, which is
still a challenge in the widely used Lloyd’s method, a new
algorithm, DEED algorithm, is proposed. Simulation results
demonstrate that DEED performs well in different scenar-
ios. Specifically, it leads to up to 54 percent less traveling
distance and 46 percent less energy consumption than

Lloyd’s method. As future work, we will explore even self-
deployment of sensors in areas with obstacles.
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